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ABSTRACT
This paper proves that automatic translation of multilingual newspaper documents deters neither
human nor computer classification of political concepts. We show how theory-driven coding of
newspaper text can be automated in several languages by monolingual researchers. Supervised
machine learning is successfully applied to text in English from British, Spanish, and German
sources. The paper has three main findings. First, results from human coding directly in a foreign
language do not differ from coding computer-translated text. Second, humans can code trans-
lated text as well as they can code untranslated prose in their mother tongue. Third, machine
learning based on translated Spanish and German training sets can reproduce human coding as
accurately as a system learning from English training sets.�

Introduction

Comparative political text analysis requires reliable
translation of textual data. Only a minority of
countries in the world use English as their primary
language. Greater variation in contexts will bring
conceptual variables into better focus (Przeworksi
& Teune, 1970; Sartori, 1970). Undertaking quan-
titative studies using text from parliamentary
speeches, government documents, or newspapers
for language contexts with which the researchers
have no familiarity, is unfeasible unless texts are,
firstly, converted into a single language
and, second, the translated text are meaningful.
Human translation of big data, and even smaller
datasets, is an unrealistic pursuit for researchers.
Automated computer translation systems such as
Google Translate are a potentially cost-effective
resource. While the expected efficacy of such
a tool would suffice for tourists to translate basic
words and phrases, rigorous assessments of their
reliability and validity are required before they
should be accepted in political science. In this
paper, we show that automatic translation deters
neither human nor machine coding of text.
Theory-driven coding can be automated in several
languages by monolingual researchers. Computers
can perform supervised learning tasks with high
accuracy regardless of whether the training data

originated in English or automatically translated
from Spanish or German. We contribute to the
literature on automatic text analysis in political
science (Eggers & Spirling, 2011; Grimmer &
Stewart, 2013; Hillard, Purpura, & Wilkerson,
2007; Laver, Benoit, & Garry, 2003�; Schwarz,
Traber, & Benoit, 2017; Slapin & Proksch, 2008),
machine learning in multilingual contexts
(Kleinnijenhuis, Ruigrok, & Schlobach, 2008;
Ruedin, 2013), and automatic translation applied
to political text classification (De Vries,
Schoonvelde, & Schumacher, 2017; Lucas et al.,
2015).

Automated text analysis has emphasized induc-
tion. This unsupervised approach allows the
machine to “learn” the structure of a dataset with-
out input from humans. A popular tool is the
structural topic model (Roberts et al., 2014�), in
which humans tell the computer the number, but
not the content, of categories present in the data.
The previous literature on machine-translated text
for social science has focused on its application to
inductive methods (De Vries et al., 2017; Lucas
et al., 2015). A deductive approach to text classifi-
cation of translated text, as presented in this paper,
is potentially more challenging. Both approaches
share the “bag-of-words” assumption, where the
reliance on grammar and syntax is removed. But
with the deductive approach, the computer has to
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reproduce the coding of humans who need gram-
mar and syntax to communicate, and implicitly
use these elements of language to interpret the
meaning and emphasis of documents. Moreover,
if humans are going to train a computer to classify
theoretically, then those coders will have to over-
come their reliance on grammar and syntax when
reading automatically translated text. The ultimate
benefit of validating the efficacy of automatically
translated text for supervised learning is to allow
researchers more freedom to direct the focus of the
computer to theoretically motivated comparative
politics coding schemes.

In this paper, we present an end-to-end test of
supervised learning based on multilingual texts.
The analysis demonstrates that humans can code
documents reliably regardless of whether coders
work with English text or Spanish and German
Google-translated to English, or where one coder
performs the task using text in Spanish while
others work with Spanish text translated to
English. Next, the analysis shows little or no devia-
tions in computer accuracy when the training data
consist of text in English or automatically trans-
lated from Spanish or German. In some cases,
accuracy is actually higher for the translated text
than text originating in English.

Data

The data are randomly selected paragraphs1 of
newspaper text from the Financial Times (FT), El
País (EP) and Die Welt (DW) from all sections of
the newspapers2 excluding “Sport.” A team of
three coded the training and test sets for the com-
puter classification system. Inter-coder reliability
scores are based on 300 paragraphs drawn equally
from the three sources. The scores exceed mini-
mum social science norms regardless of whether
the text originated in English, was translated to
English from Spanish or German, or coded in the
original Spanish3. The team then coded
a completed dataset of 4,485 paragraphs to per-
form computer accuracy tests. Paragraphs origi-
nating in Spanish and English were translated
using the Google Translate API in Python.

We test the efficacy of translated text for super-
vised machine learning with theoretically relevant
categories in English, Spanish, and German. We

construct independent binary class classifiers4 to
distinguish: 1. Macroeconomic policy from every-
thing else, 2. Microeconomic policy from every-
thing else, 3. Political Competition from
everything else, and 4. Other Policy from every-
thing else. These categories are drawn from the
Policy Agendas project (Alexandrova, Carammia,
& Timmermans, 2014; Baumgartner, Green-
Pedersen, & Jones, 2006). The original scheme
identifies 22 policy areas5. We followed their gen-
eral definition of policy news as requiring some
explicit reference to policy-makers or advocacy of
policy change. We also worked with their code-
books, which provide many examples of macro-
and micro-economic policies. The definition of
political competition is the same as the media
studies literature on election coverage (De
Vreese, Esser, & Hopmann, 2017; Dunaway &
Lawrence, 2015; Lawrence, 2000; McMenamin,
Flynn, O’Malley, & Rafter, 2013). It refers to the
“game” of politics, including topics such as the
polls, leadership, and personality, and strategy
and tactics. Any other policy-related news, such
as environmental policy, justice, and home affairs
or foreign policy was coded as “Other Policy.” We
only coded policy news, so news about macroeco-
nomic performance is not included. The next sec-
tion presents the results of reliability tests of
human coding.

Manual coding

Supervised learning must meet three basic condi-
tions in order to be meaningful. First, the cate-
gories must be valid measures of theoretical
concepts. Second, humans should be able to reli-
ably reproduce each other’s coding. Third, the
computer should be able to reliably reproduce
the humans’ coding (Hillard et al., 2007;
Manning, Schütze, & Raghavan, 2008).
Krippendorff’s α (Krippendorff, 2013) is an indus-
try-standard measure of inter-coder reliability.
While an α of above 0.8 is regarded as highly
reliable, results above 0.67 are usable
(Krippendorff, 2013, p. 325). Our aim was to
meet the higher standard. We employ a mix of
English and translated text to build multi-context
politics and policy classifiers. Machine classifica-
tion necessitates that all text must be standardized
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to a single language for efficient identification of
word features associated with each category. In
total, our analysis is based on 4,485 paragraphs
equally distributed between EP, DW, and the FT,
300 of which are used to assess inter-coder relia-
bility. However, our categories are not evenly dis-
tributed in the real world. While this is not
a problem for human coding, it is a potential
problem at the automatic coding stage because
supervised machine learning works best with
balanced training sets. The distribution of our
categories is outlined in Table 1.

In order to code training data efficiently, multi-
ple coders must work concurrently and indepen-
dently after demonstrating a consistent
interpretation of categories. In the first instance,
we must establish that Anglophone coders can
reliably recognize the theoretical concepts in the
three sources6. Table 2 presents the α scores for
each of our tests. In all cases the minimum α value
for usability, 0.67, specified by Krippendorff
(2013) is exceeded. The first column of Table 2
reports an inter-coder reliability α score of 0.75.
When all team members code text translated from
Spanish, the score is 0.73. When all members code
text translated from German the score is 0.79.
When two coders read text translated from
Spanish and one coder reads the same text, albeit
the original Spanish version, the score is 0.7. These
results indicate that Google-translated text can be
reliably coded by humans and is appropriate for
use as input to machine-learning systems. If
humans can reliably code translated text, where
the consistency of grammar and syntax may vary

substantially, it can be expected that machines,
which put no emphasis on these aspects of lan-
guage, should also be able to reproduce the human
codes.

Automatic coding

The computer classifiers were developed using
Support Vector Machines (SVM), a popular algo-
rithm for binary classification in social and com-
puter science. We constructed separate “category
i” classifiers for each category of interest; macro-
economic policy, microeconomic policy, other pol-
icy, and political competition. In each classifier,
the computer attempts to distinguish between
category i and paragraphs derived from all remain-
ing categories and non-relevant paragraphs, or
“other.” We use the area-under-the-curve (AUC)
statistic to find optimal cut-points that balance
true positive and false-positive classification, to
ultimately evaluate performance vis-à-vis the
categories7. Higher values of AUC indicate better
classifier performance. Eighty percent of category
i paragraphs drawn from our manually coded
sample were used as training data and
twenty percent as test data. In the training set,
half of the paragraphs are from the pool coded as
category i and half as not category i. The
fifty percent that are not category i are randomly
selected from a larger pool of paragraphs reserved
for feature selection and training. This distribution
also applies to the test set8. All results presented
here are five-fold cross-validated. We built classi-
fiers using the same programming procedure

Table 1. Distribution of hand-coded paragraphs by topic.
Policy/Politics

Macroeconomic policy Microeconomic policy Political competition Other policy Other news

Count 266 231 360 795 2813
Proportion 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.18 0.63

Counts and proportions are based on paragraphs sourced from the Financial Times and text translated to English from El País and Die Welt.

Table 2. Inter-coder reliability tests.
Language context Original English Translated Spanish Translated German Original Spanish and translated Spanish

Krippendorff’s α 0.75 0.73 0.79 0.7
N 99 100 102 100

Coefficients are Krippendorff’s α results of inter-coder agreement with three coders on randomly generated paragraphs from the Financial Times
(Original English), El País (Spanish), and Die Welt (German). The coding schemes for each test are; α1 = 1) Macroeconomic Policy, 2) Other
Economic Policy, 3) Other Policy, 4) Political Competition, 5) Other.
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seeded by humanly coded training sets that are
similarly sized and reach similar levels of reliabil-
ity. Therefore, variations in the performance of the
classifiers should reflect differences in the texts
themselves, linguistic and/or contextual. Table 3
summarizes the differences between these
samples9. If translation is a substantial obstacle to
automatic classification, the best results should be
obtained for the FT, followed by a sample mixing
paragraphs from all three papers, with the two
translated sources displaying the weakest classifier
performance. If a mixture of political and journal-
istic context is an obstacle to successful classifica-
tion, the mixed sample should perform worse than
the individual samples for each newspaper.

The text themselves were prepared for classifi-
cation using minimal pre-processing procedures.
This involved the removal of stopwords, numbers,
punctuation, excess white space, and the inclusion
of bi-grams10. Following Ruedin (2013), words
were also reduced to their stems. The resulting
Document Term Matrix (DTM) was used to iden-
tify the word features that best discriminate
between the document labels by running an initial
SVM on the training documents only, with the test
documents withheld from this stage. The SVM
provides word weights w for each feature.
Features in the DTM for both the training and
test documents were then multiplied by their dis-
crimination weights. In each classifier, features
associated with the category of interest, category
i, have positive values, while features associated
with the “other” label have negative values.

Assessment of classifier performance is con-
ducted on each individual newspaper followed by
a score with all the available training data

combined. Table 4 presents the average result11

across all classifiers of machine-learning tests by
individual paper, and when all text sources, in
English and translated English, are used to train
the models. We expect a better result for the FT,
given that English is the original language of the
text. The numbers in the FT row represent the
average accuracy across all our topic classifiers
trained and tested exclusively on FT data.
Remarkably, the AUC for the FT (0.76) is lower
than those for the EP (0.8) and DW (0.81). The
AUC for a mixture of sources is 0.8, where the
cross-sectional data are sampled to roughly the
same number of paragraphs as the individual
papers. Tripling the numbers by using every para-
graph we coded marginally increases the perfor-
mance to 0.81. All of the scores are more than
sufficient by machine-learning standards. The
results show that translation is not a problem for
automatic classification. They also demonstrate
that a mixture of contexts is not a problem either.

To further evaluate these systems, the area-
under-the-receiver-operating-characteristic
(AUROC) curves for the classifiers, which indi-
cates the trade-off between true and false positives
for various levels of classification cutoffs, are
plotted in Figures 1–3. In Figure 1 the focus is
on the classifier’s performance differentiating
between all policy and politics news12, and every-
thing else. This is the “easy” test because the dis-
tributions of these categories are relatively evenly
matched in the real data, so the training and test
sets are the largest of all tests presented in this
paper. The plot lines represent classifiers trained
from all sources and the individual sources. The
illustrations and a comparison of the AUC statis-
tics printed in the plots show that the classifier
using only FT text performs slightly worse than
the Spanish, German, and mixed classifiers. This is
evident by the fact that the AUROC line in the FT
plot increases on the x axis (specificity, the classi-
fier’s false-positive rate) more quickly than the
AUROC lines in the other plots.

Figure 2 plots the AUROC curves for classifiers
focused on macroeconomic policy. Recall that
macroeconomic policy paragraphs are rare in the
source data. This in turn means less available
training data because we use balanced training
and test sets, and so we expect lower performance

Table 3. Variation in samples.
Samples FT Non-English Mixed

Contexts 1 2 3
Proportion of translated text 0 1 0.63

Table 4. Average SVM topic scores by paper.
AUC Accuracy Precision Recall N

Financial Times 0.76 0.73 0.74 0.73 1600
El País 0.80 0.77 0.77 0.79 1396
Die Welt 0.81 0.78 0.79 0.79 1400
Mixed (Sampled) 0.80 0.77 0.78 0.75 1495
Mixed 0.81 0.76 0.76 0.77 4485
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scores. Here, FT is again the weakest classifier.
There are no drastic distinctions between these
results and those presented in Figure 1, despite
much less training data available to the macroeco-
nomic policy classifiers.

In Figure 3 we present similar analyses for the
category of political competition, which given its
emphasis on personalities, is most likely to suffer
from contextual over-fitting. This means that the
features might be context-, rather than concept-,
specific, such as a reliance on proper names like
“Thatcher” or “Merkel.” Therefore, the classifier
would be of little use outside of the specific context
for which it was trained, such as newspapers from
an out-of-sample country or the same country
outside of the time-period sampled. The AUC
statistics here are better than the policy/politics
classifier in Figure 1. Once again the computer
has the greatest difficulty with the FT.

Having presented results across samples, we now
present them across categories. Table 5 lists the aver-
age results by topic for classifiers trained separately
from each paper, akin to averaging the ROC curves
from each of the individual source classifier plots in
the figures above. The range of theAUC scores is from
0.70 (Microeconomic Policy) to 0.89 (Political
Competition). There are nomajor deviations between
precision and recall for any of the topics. This means
that the systems are good at identifying paragraphs
coded as category i without falsely classifying “other”
paragraphs as category i. Table 6 shows that the per-
formance results are consistent with those trained
from a much larger training set which pools labeled
documents from the three papers, akin to the “all
sources” plot lines from the figures above. The range
is from 0.70 (Micro Policy and Other Policy) to 0.88
(Political Competition).

Figure 1.Q8 �
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The clearest pattern in our results is the
absence of big differences across samples. This is
very encouraging for multilingual and multi-
contextual supervised learning. Nonetheless,
while there is little to choose between the
German, Spanish, and mixed samples, the FT is
lagging somewhat on many measures. If the FT
was going to be distinctive, we would have
expected its performance to be superior, given
the absence of translation at the pre-processing
stage, and the restriction to one context. We
probe why this might be by looking inside the
classifiers. We wonder whether the relative weak-
ness of the FT classifier can be explained by the
consequences of humans coding in their mother
tongue and in a more familiar political and eco-
nomic context. Coding was holistic. Coders were
instructed to code like humans, not like compu-
ters. They were discouraged from consciously

seeking keywords linked to the concepts under-
lying the categories. After all, computers are bet-
ter at finding word patterns than humans.
However, when faced with a Google-translated
jumble, perhaps humans could not avoid impli-
citly relying on keywords. These words were then
used to train the computer and, because they are
theoretical rather than contextual, did not reflect
the idiosyncrasies of the training set and per-
formed better in correctly classifying the test set.
This implies that there are more words in the
feature set for the FT that are merely statistically,
rather than theoretically, associated with the cate-
gories in the training set and have higher associa-
tion with non-category i paragraphs in the test
set. However, the true explanation must be more
subtle as we could not find systematic evidence of
inappropriate features being associated with
a weaker classifier performance13.

Figure 2.
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Conclusion

Three languages in three proximate contexts did
not prevent a team working in English from devel-
oping an automatic political classification system
that works well in all conditions. This is good news
for scholars of comparative politics. It is possible
to train computers to operationalize theoretical
concepts across different language texts and coun-
tries without the expense of assembling a multi-
lingual research team, while maintaining standards
of reliability, validity, and accuracy. The advent of
big data has already allowed social scientists to
mine gigantic data sources and discover surprising
patterns. Our work shows that deductively
inclined comparative social scientists can test the-
ories using big data. Applications include studies

Figure 3.

Table 5. Mean SVM topic scores across independent newspaper
classifiers.

AUC Accuracy Precision Recall

Policy/Politics 0.83 0.78 0.78 0.77
Policy 0.77 0.73 0.74 0.73
Political competition 0.88 0.85 0.85 0.86
Other policy 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.71
Economic policy 0.79 0.76 0.76 0.76
Macro policy 0.86 0.84 0.85 0.83
Micro policy 0.70 0.70 0.68 0.74

Table 6. SVM topic scores with pooled training.
AUC Accuracy Precision Recall

Policy/Politics 0.84 0.78 0.79 0.77
Policy 0.79 0.74 0.73 0.75
Political competition 0.88 0.84 0.85 0.83
Other policy 0.73 0.68 0.68 0.71
Economic policy 0.83 0.78 0.78 0.77
Macro policy 0.85 0.80 0.81 0.80
Micro policy 0.73 0.71 0.70 0.74
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of elite political speech, media coverage of politics,
and political discourse on social media.

Our findings build on existing research on com-
puterized text analysis in political science and its
interaction with automatic translation. We contri-
bute three distinctive conclusions. First, humans can
code Google-translated text reliably. Second, human
coding from untranslated text is essentially the same
as human coding from automatically translated text.
Third, automatic classifiers are undeterred in repro-
ducing human coding of automatically translated
text, building on previous work which employed
professional translations (Ruedin, 2013). This is
because the computer begins with a very simple
bag of words, stripped of the grammar and syntax
that are the most challenging aspects of automatic
translation. The advantage of testing automated
translation in a supervised rather than unsupervised
context is to limit the potential for computer-
induced bias at both the coding and translation
stages of the test. However, given the success of our
study, and the shared “bag-of-words” assumption,
automatically translated texts should work well for
both supervised and unsupervised analyses (De
Vries et al., 2017) and, based on Lucas et al. (2015),
language contexts outside of Europe.

The caveat here is that the concepts being classi-
fied must not be too granular or specialized in order
to achieve high inter-coder reliability and computer
accuracy scores. We found, however, that concept
granularity was a more significant problem at the
human coding stage than at the computer accuracy
stage, even for researchers coding in English with
purely English-sourced text. This inter-coder relia-
bility challenge arose from the coding scheme, which
was quite difficult for researchers without
a background in political economy. For more uni-
versally understood concepts such as sentiment, the
inter-coder reliability scores should be higher, lead-
ing to better computer accuracy scores. There is little
evidence that automatically translating texts causes
any significant research design issues, and as auto-
mated translation systems improve, such as those
provided by Google, we can only expect that they
become evermore reliable and useful for researchers.

For future research, it would be interesting to
see whether our results generalize to languages and
text sources that have less in common historically.
If not, is there a threshold at which linguistic and/

or contextual diversity becomes a problem? Most
intriguingly, does the relative under-performance
of our untranslated sample generalize and, if so,
what explains this phenomenon? We have shown
that some linguistic and contextual diversity need
not constrain the development of theoretically
based classifiers in comparative politics.
Automatic translation creates more opportunities
than challenges for comparative researchers.

Notes

1. Conducting machine learning at the paragraph level
increases the reliability of manual coding and is more
conducive to automated computer coding (Le and
Mikolov, 2014�).

2. Paragraphs are sampled from the full range of articles
accessible on LexisNexis up to 2012. The database
covers the FT (1982–2012), EP (1996–2012) and
DW (2000–2012).

3. Unfortunately, no member of the team read German
well enough for a similar test on direct coding from
German. Neither could a German-speaker we hired
from outside the research group be sufficiently
trained to code the topics in English in order to
perform the multilingual test.

4. The focus is on binary classifiers rather than one
multi-class classifier as the classes are highly imbal-
anced in the real world.

5. The team could not achieve sufficient inter-coder
reliability on such a granular scheme. In order to
perform a reasonable test of automated translation
and automated coding, the classification scheme
needed to maximize reliability and validity at the
human coding stage, given Ruedin and Morales
(2017) point that automated coding can produce
erroneous estimations for complex and specific policy
areas. The eventual scheme represents the most reli-
able, though highly aggregated, version achievable.

6. While longer texts may undoubtedly contain multiple
topics, focusing on paragraphs maximizes the like-
lihood of the coded unit being about one topic, or
one clearly dominant topic, while containing enough
information to construct a training set for machine
learning. Where it is likely that the content of
a paragraph could be coded for two or more topics,
we coded for the dominant topic of the paragraph.
We do not weight the coding toward any section of
the paragraph.

7. This facilitates the extraction of probability values for
class association for use in further analyses.

8. While it would be ideal to evaluate how the classi-
fiers perform when faced with the real distribution
of paragraphs, the training data are dominated by
nonpolitical paragraphs, to the extent that
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macroeconomic and microeconomic policy para-
graphs each constitute only 5 percent of the total
dataset, respectively. Testing on the real distribution
would produce low precision scores as even high
accuracy for non-economic policy paragraphs
would lead to severe over-classification. We con-
sider the test as presented here as one of marginal
accuracy, where we evaluate whether the computer
can identify an individual paragraph being relevant
to the classification category or not, rather than
correctly predicting the proportion of relevant para-
graphs in the source data. Nevertheless, we present
the AUC, accuracy, precision, and recall scores for
each of our classifiers using unbalanced training
and test sets in the supplemental materials.

9. The FT is slightly over-represented as it was used for
initial hand-coding tests and those paragraphs were
included in the final set.

10. These pre-processing decisions were appropriate for
the data. The effect of pre-processing on the relation-
ship between documents can be tested using the
R package preText (Denny & Spirling, 2017).

11. See supplemental materials for a complete breakdown
of results for each topic/newspaper combination.

12. The binary coding scheme for policy/politics is con-
structed by aggregating the hand codes for each of our
substantive categories; macroeconomic policy, micro-
economic policy, political competition, and other pol-
icy. Therefore, we have classifier that distinguishes
between anything related to policy or politics, and
“other news” such as financial news, sport, and culture.

13. In the supplemental material, we present lists of fea-
tures associated with each classifier and investigate
whether statistically correlated words or context-
specific named entities are responsible for the relative
weakness of the FT.
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